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Abstract

Urban areas in the Southeast Asia Region are characterized by rainfall, river networks, and rodent infestations. Combinations of these adverse conditions will lead to the increasing risk of leptospirosis as usually contained in rodents. Then this study aims to assess the spatial pattern of rodent infestations and estimate the potential leptospirosis risks using environmental variables including distance to the river and rainfall in a city in SE Asia. The spatial modeling of rodent infestations was developed based on GIS and interpolation analysis. Meanwhile, the cluster modeling of rodent infestations was developed using the K-means clustering method. The results revealed the rodent infestations represented by two rodent species were Rattus rattus and Rattus norvegicus. R. rattus has a higher abundance than R. norvegicus. In contrast, R. norvegicus has wider distribution areas than R. rattus. Regarding the distribution areas, both species overlapped in the Southern parts of the city. R. rattus and R. norvegicus showed a distinct cluster characterized by a high rodent population with affinity for the nearest river, and this indicates the urban inhabitants near the river have more leptospirosis risk. The model of leptospirosis risks estimated an urban area of 35.182 km² or 17.56% having leptospirosis potential.
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1. Introduction

Rodents, particularly in urban areas, play an important role in Leptospira epidemiology and transmission. Rodents are known to harbor a variety of pathogenic Leptospira spp. serovars capable of causing sickness in humans and animals. Because they are numerous in urban areas, rodents commonly found in urban areas include Rattus norvegicus and Rattus rattus species, which are the most important sources and common reservoirs of Leptospira infection. The prevalence of Leptospira in urban rodents varied greatly depending on geographic location, with some studies reporting zero prevalence in countries including Madagascar, Tanzania, and the Faroe Islands, and others reporting more than 80% prevalence in Brazil, India, and the Philippines (Boey et al. 2019).

Rodent species in urban areas are known to contain Leptospira infections. The 191 strains isolated from urban rodent species belonged to six serogroups including Leptospira icterohaemorrhagiae, L. bataviae, L. semerangae, L. andamana and L. ballum. Determinant factors influencing the Leptospira infection among urban rodents include the age of the rodents and the area in which they are found (Lindenbaum & Eylan, 1982).

Rodent associations and the prevalence of Leptospira are also on the horizon in SE Asia Regions. In these regions, leptospirosis is thought to be endemic in Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos. Research conducted in 2002 by Laras et al. proved the disease's endemicity in several locations in those countries. In this investigation, Hurstbridge, Bataviae, and Icterohaemorrhagiae were found to be the most common serovars in patients with clinical jaundice. In the Philippines, poor sanitation, an increase in urban slums, as well as frequent typhoons and the extension of flood areas in the country, have all contributed to an increase in the risk of infection (Liongson et al. 2000). Flooding was a major cause of leptospirosis outbreaks in prisons, penal farms, and other areas throughout the Philippines (Basaca-Sevilla et al. 1986).

Indonesia is also one of the countries in the SE Asia Region that is threatened by Leptospira epidemiology and transmission in urban areas. Rodents infected by Leptospira were recorded in a wide array of urban areas. A rodent sample collected from various locations in urban areas, were recorded in a wide array of urban areas. A rodent sample collected from various locations in urban areas, ranging from a settlement to a harbor, confirmed a rodent individual containing Leptospira. Leptospirosis is most likely a serious and underappreciated ongoing health problem in Indonesia. In 2001, among 139 human serum samples, 18.7% of the samples tested positive for containing Leptospira. Since 2006, there has been a countrywide upsurge in the number of reported human cases. In 2007, 93% of 667 reported human cases were laboratory confirmed.

The presence of leptospirosis in the environment is quite difficult to detect, considering Leptospira is a microscopically organism and hard to detect. Despite these obstacles, because the Leptospira carrier is a rodent, detecting the presence of rodents will provide insight into the risk of leptospirosis disease potential. GIS-based approach and spatial analysis have been developed and implemented to model the spatial distributions of rodent individuals along with the estimations of leptospirosis disease potential. A GIS-based approach has been used to anticipate the disease spread related to R. norvegicus, R. rattus, and human encounters. Based on spatial analysis, it is confirmed that urban slums (84.5%) are at the highest risk, followed by croplands (10.9%) and shrublands (2.7%). Anthropogenic factors affecting the incidence of rodent encounters included human density, distance from water channels, land use/land cover, and distance from roads (Fatima et al. 2018).

1.1. Research significance

Depok, like other tropical SE Asian cities, is receiving heavy rainfall, especially during La Nina. Previous research has reported rodent infestations and emergences of leptospirosis cases after the rainy season. Meanwhile, the information about the rodent infestations and potential for Leptospira epidemiology and transmission in Depok is still limited. Lack of data on rodent infestations hinders the delineation of urban areas in Depok City that might be threatened by Leptospira epidemiology and transmission. Then this study aims to map the spatial distributions of rodent infestations and estimate the potential areas might be threatened by leptospirosis.

2. Methods

Methodology for this study is following Lau et al. (2012) paper.
2.1. Study area

The study area was located in Depok, a growing satellite city at a distance of 50 km from the capital City of Jakarta (Figure 1). The size of Depok was 200.3 km² and had a total population of 2,719,813 people with density of 5,982 people/km². The topography of Depok is ranging from 50 to 140 m asl. Depok is receiving a high rainfall with averages of 327 mm and the highest is 591 mm.

2.2. Rodent observations

The rodent observation in the urban areas in this method was based on visual and audio encounters. Visual observation or sighting is applied to rodent species that inhabit terrestrial ecosystems. Meanwhile, audio encounter was applied to rodent species that inhabit above-ground ecosystems, including roofs.

![Figure 1. Study area (Google Map, Terra Metric).](image)

2.3. Rodent study areas and environmental variable mapping

Rodent, study area, and environmental variable mappings were based on GIS methodology. First, the locations of rodent encounters were recorded using GPS to determine their latitude and longitude. The rodent data was then tabulated in a geotable and represented as points in the GIS environments. The point data of rodents is then tabulated in a geoattribute table and represented as points in their latitude and longitude. The rodent data was then interpolated to estimate the spatial distribution of rodents.

The satellite image of the study area was obtained and classified into environmental variables related to the rodent population. Those environmental variables include rivers and rainfall. The river was represented as a polylines and the rainfall as a polygon. For analysis purposes, the spatial data of interpolated rodent populations was overlaid with river and rainfall data using GIS. The study area (Figure 1) was used as a background image.

2.4. Rodent population cluster model

Cluster methods aim to determine the concentrations and hotspots of the rodent population in studied city follow current methods (Grubesic & Murray, 2001). The input data were the abundances of rodent population and sighting in each sampling point and were presented as points in the GIS interface. Cluster analysis was conducted using an extension of GIS and the cluster calculation was based on the K-means method. This method uses an algorithm that assigns each point to the cluster whose center or known centroid is nearest (Aksoy, 2006). The center is the average of all the points in the cluster, and the coordinates of the points are the arithmetic mean for each dimension separately over all the points in the cluster. The determination of the centroid, or cluster point, was as follows:

\[ z_i = (x_i + y_i)/2, \quad z_2 = (x_2 + y_2)/2, \quad z_3 = (x_3 + y_3)/2 \]

with: \( z \) = centroid, \( x \) = coordinate in axis \( x \), \( y \) = coordinate in axis \( y \)

2.5. Leptospirosis spatial model

A leptospirosis spatial model was developed based on the ranking and overlay of environmental variables that contributed to the leptospirosis risk potential. All the environmental variables and rodent populations for observed variables were ranked from the lowest to the highest. The lowest rank of variables was considered low-risk, and the highest rank of variables was considered high-risk. Then all the rank values were tabulated into the GIS table along with their geocoordinates. Furthermore, the tabulated GIS tables contained environmental variables and rodent population variable ranks were used and interpolated to create GIS layers and vector shapes. All the layers were overlaid and the rank values in each variable layer and vector shape were summed up to create composite layers. The final step was to classify rank values in composite layers, and the vector shapes with the highest rank values were classified as the most leptospirosis risk areas. While the vector shapes with the lowest rank values were classified as having the least leptospirosis risk.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Rodent infestations

The observations and sightings data on rodents in this study confirmed 2 rodent species, they were Rattus rattus and Rattus norvegicus. The presences of both rodent species have similarity since both species are observed in the Southern parts of Depok. The differences were the coverage and spatial distributions of those species. R. norvegicus species were observed have wider coverage and spatial distributions in the Southern parts of Depok (Figure 2). In contrast, R. rattus (Figure 3) have smaller coverage and spatial distributions than R. norvegicus. The R. rattus is a commensal species that inhabits environment thrives alongside humans settlement throughout the world. R. rattus species being less often associated with human activity than R. norvegicus that were found in wider urban areas (Harper & Bunbury, 2015). In contrast, R. norvegicus was less abundant than R. rattus and virtually absent in natural environments where human pressure is low. Our sighting data confirm despite more R. rattus individuals were observed in urban areas, this species has limited coverage. This is consistent with the fact that R. norvegicus species were the superior rodent competitors in urban habitats and limit the coverage of R. rattus.

Wider coverage and spatial distributions of R. norvegicus then indeed raise and health issue regarding the leptospirosis disease transmission. Previous research confirmed that R. norvegicus species were observed have higher leptospira strains than R. rattus. Leptospires were isolated from 21.2% of R. norvegicus, meanwhile only 9.9% of R. rattus has leptospira isolates. Even in contrast, R. tanezumi, a species closely related to R. rattus and a shrew species were infected more by Leptospira (Widiastuti et al. 2016).
3.2. River network and rainfall pattern in urban areas

The study areas were passed by 2 rivers in the East and West in a South-North direction. The river in the East was larger than in the West (Figure 4). The study area has 3 types of rainfall. The rainfall pattern was increasing toward the South. Low rainfall was observed in the Northern parts of the city. In contrast, the Southern parts of the city are receiving the highest rainfall, amounting to almost 350 mm.

3.3. Rainfalls and rodent populations

The spatial model shows the Southeast parts of Depok receiving the highest rainfall in comparison to other parts. Rainfall patterns were observed to increase in the South, with the Northern parts of the city receiving the least rainfall. This pattern coincided with the patterns of rodent infestations. *R. norvegicus* was found to have high populations in the Southern parts. In comparison, the population of *R. rattus* species also increased in the Southern parts. Rats prefer wet areas indicated by high rainfall. First, wet conditions are important to support the reproduction period for rats. Wet conditions due to rain will increase soil moisture and decrease the heat stress of rats. Rats are in excellent physical and vigorous condition to reproduce and hence can breed over an extended period, which as a result leads to an increase in rodent populations (Madsen & Shine, 2009). In this suitable microhabitat, rats can reproduce as much as 5-7 times a year.

The correlation of *R. rattus* with the coverage of areas receiving high rainfall in this study is in agreement with results from other studies. Rainfall actually has an indirect association with rodent populations. If an area has poor drainage, then rainfall will be one of the potential factors contributing to flooding. In fact, flooding, as described in many studies, is a precursor of rodent population increases in urban areas. First, floods will wash away food remnants, including waste, and this can become a potential food resource for rodents (Victoriano et al. 2009). In 2008 in Bhutan, a surge in rodent populations was observed at the onset of summer after flooding. In Indonesia, the wake of massive flooding in Indonesia in January 2002 was followed by a surge in rodent populations and a leptospirosis outbreak. As a result of this outbreak, 12.0% out of 418 samples were seropositive against serovars Bataviae or Hardjo.

3.4. River streams and rodent populations

The cluster analysis using K-means showed that the *R. rattus* population is divided into 3 clusters (Figure 5). The centroid of the cluster confirmed that the *R. rattus* with a high population were clustered near the river. Meanwhile, for *R. norvegicus*, there were 4 clusters. In comparison to *R. rattus*, the high population of *R. norvegicus* was also clustered near the river.
The associations of rodent presence with the river are related to a number of factors. First, river provides a food resource for the rodents, whose food is washed away from settlements during rain and floods. In urban areas, sometimes there is a slum near the river. This slum provides food for nearby rodent populations and increases the prevalence of leptospirosis cases (Costa et al. 2014; Hagan et al. 2016).

3.5. Leptospirosis risk model

Figure 6 estimates the leptospirosis risk model. The model classifies the study area into high, medium, and low risks. From the model, it can be seen that the areas that were estimated to have high risks are located in the Southern parts of the city. The North, West, East, and Central parts of the country had low to medium risks of leptospirosis. Based on the calculations, it is estimated that the size of areas having high risks was 35.192 km², or equal to 17.56% of the city.

The model shows that areas with high leptospirosis cases are in affinity to the river. This is in consistent with the previous study (Fajriyah et al. 2017) on the associations of the diseases with the presence and distance to the river nearby. In another city in Indonesia, the related risk factors were contact with stagnant water, contact with river or flood water, muddy areas, and also having activities in water including swimming, bathing, washing. Those activities and contact with water can increase contact with animal urine, bodies, or tissues due to not wearing personal protection equipment, walking barefoot, and using streams as a source of drinking water (Sakundarno et al. 2014).

Regarding rainfall variables, the model shows the area with leptospirosis risk is located near area that has high rainfall in Depok City. This is in agreement with previous research showing associations of rainfall with leptospirosis cases. The association of leptospirosis with rain is mentioned in several publications and measured. In a few others, even large outbreaks have been reported during seasonal periods of heavy rainfall and flooding (Barcellos & Sabroza, 2001; Sarkar et al. 2002). In Thailand, it is observed that outbreaks of leptospirosis correspond with the rainy season, with an increase in cases beginning in August and decreasing in November.

Figure 6. Leptospirosis risk model.

4. Conclusions

Leptospirosis remains a major endemic environmental disease in most cities and urban areas in the Southeast Asia region. Distance to the river and rainfall were observed as the potential determinants of the incidence of the rodents that lead to the prevalence of the disease. This study confirmed the rodent infestations in urban areas that have proximity to the river and areas receiving rainfall.

The rodent infestations indicate three potential risks of leptospirosis. The areas considered at risk have a size of 35.192 km², or equal to 17.56% of the city. This area is identified as located in the Southern parts of the city. The leptospirosis risk pattern is increasing southward. Then the results of this study contribute more to the urban and health planners’ ability to monitor and mitigate leptospirosis in a more effective manner.
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